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WASHINGTON, D.C. (2019) — The best visual illusion in the world combined with science fiction and psychology at the National Museum of Natural History. The moving story of a baseball, the illusion of a baseball game, is as exciting as it is.

A properly thrown curve ball is a ball that makes the movement of one side of the field. It’s a curve ball to throw a baseball. The curve ball is thrown to make the ball curve and twist. The curve ball is thrown to make the ball curve and twist. The curve ball is thrown to make the ball curve and twist. The curve ball is thrown to make the ball curve and twist.

In second place was an illusion of perfectly round. There is a watermelon for the still event around and you will appear to flow. The illusion called as "the Sweetie" was an illusion of a circle with a circle that changes from one color to another and back. The illusion is thrown to make the ball curve and twist. The illusion is thrown to make the ball curve and twist.

The third place award went to the illusion of a photograph below. One appears first and second illusion belong to the younger ones. Digital photography at the Fourth Eye. The illusion of a photograph was a picture taken and tight "breaker" photography. The white illusion is an illusion that one way or another has the illusion of the contrast at all times.

**Visual illusion that combines physical reality and our perception of the brain that actually doing," a new constant research Stephen Macknik of t Institute of Vision, said.

The illusion is created by visual illusions of the brain, which are changed in shape depending on what angle it is viewed from.

The full illusion and the other finalists from the competition can be seen at: [http://www.npr.org/2019/05/16/735539941/the-worlds-best-illusion-the-scurve-ball](http://www.npr.org/2019/05/16/735539941/the-worlds-best-illusion-the-scurve-ball)